






   A l o h a  H a w a i i  

Come to 
the Beautiful Island 
of Hawaii

SERVICES

Hawaii location and Introduction

          (Hawaii Ambassadors) 

Come to 
the Beautiful  Is land 
of Hawai i

Services account for about 90 percent of gross domestic product State of Hawaii.

Many services are on Oahu. Honolulu is the capital, the center of government action. 

And the city is the base of the owner, Alexander Baldwin, one of the biggest shippin

 companies sailing Matteson bosses in the United States. 

Bank Note Company, Hawaii's largest private banks are based in Honolulu.

Native Hawaiians who performed the hula2000 The US 

Census Bureau reported that the State of Hawaii's 

population was 1,211,537 people. The population 

increasedby about 9 percent in 1990 to 1,108,229 

this myeong. According to the Census Bureau 

in 2000, which corresponds to over 42 haoe of 50 s

tates in the US population ranks.

About 72 percent of Hawaii residents live in single note 

only metropolitan Honolulu. This made the whole area

of   Oahu has a population of 876 156 people. Formally

named & Honolulu refers to the total of the Oahu island. 

However, only large urban area located on the southeast

coast of the island commonly referred to as Honolulu.

The urban areas are inhabited 371 657 people population. 

Located in Hilo, Hawaii Island is the second largest urban 

area in the state. It is also the largest urban area, excluding 

metropolitan area of   Honolulu. 

Hawai i  residents l ive in a
beautiful  area

What is real l y  required it
is located on either side of Hawai i

Hawaiian
Accessories

Beautiful  Countr y

Hawaiian 
landscapes

Hawaii consists of eight large islands. Among foreign travelers visiting the Hawaiian island of Oahu, where 
we will introduce for the fi rst step naedinneun. Oahu Island Hawaii  Honolulu Airport is led by the modernur
ban civilizationand the primitive nature harmony. There arestretches of Waikiki Beach, this resort world.
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CE  CI

Seoul style

Park Hae-jin 
Dream Girl & Kim Ji-hoo
Samsung smart camera nx mini cc
Min stace first place

Book special

Referral, they say!
Filled with my family
and friends & 200 % 
volume of classical literature.

� � 

Best Actor

CeCi summer season 

RELEASED NEW PASTEL
COLOR EYE SHADOW !

  

Talk to your eye

 The charm of expression on various child that contains a  
 different lor you couldn'T why don't you express? Eyes
 were a surprising number of things that people and people 
 sympathetic and it seems the first to express it turns out 
 you can A variety of  pastel  tone colors from using all 
 the more feminine and to show off a mysterious appeal

Shadow Released
 It will make you into a pretty girl 
shadow color 3 things that came out 
was introduced by selection of only the 
most beautiful purple blossom color 
orange color in three colors

           New York, Paris, Berlin, London 
God's global shopping
                       Bad Girl
                       makeup intimate
 f                   ashion is certainly

Make uo playing game 
              CeCi Facebook, click
 New World of beauty found in the Edit shop
    Summer dried in a 100% charged Beauty 

   Trend Magazine 
       Asia ssessi
I will select reporters 
    four beauty - k

pastel shadow

Super event 

Yidubae apteuim 
eye makeup

Massage
head-shot 
camera tricks 
of stars like 
Song Hye-kyo

Color this summer to introduce ssessi

    May 8, 2015
     ssessi released it 
 eyeshadow that brings
 out the beautiful colors 
    which is prepared.

 Feel pretty and beautiful as it gets when placed bar you this time in 
 particular the sales event to celebrate the newly released to. Cheaper
 prices, with beautifully cared for Don't let go of a chance to make your
 looks Also, this is the new red and blue ensemble of ghazal of cosmetics 
 also to give you an extra set of events for free if you buy a set of mixed 
 with by our store because they are doingPlease visit.

CeCi cosmetics

Beautiful beauty

Pastel world

CeCi summer season 





Momo
Garvey

Nini

Jojo
Koo

FIND THE HONEY

CHARACTER DESGN

find their stories, leaving the honey
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Satisfaction inverstigation

All content usually not good

10 old

20 old

30 old

40 old

50 old

Required 
life time(60%) 

Duty life
time(30%)

Leisure 
time(10%)

living the life of meiljireeui created satisfaction
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LOGO CONCEPT

Fly vigorously to draw a Griffon new company logo captured the  
meaning that you want to progress as a company that develops

blck blue red

COLOR

Fly vigorously to draw a Griffon new company logo captured the  meaning that you
want to progress as a company that develops

Fly vigorously to draw a Griffon new company logo captured the 
meaning that you want to progress as

COLOR CONSEP

COMPANY LOGO 2 CONCEPT

I have highlighted a clear image of 

the company via a simple color









EVERYTHING 
ABOUT THE HANBOK

MODEL. Lee COLOR SCHEME 
FOR THE HANBOK

From the past, have been handed down as Korean traditional dress also
known as the joseonot. In harmony with straight and curved and especially  
beautiful and looks  short jeogori and a full skirt in it is neat and tidy and neat. 

M
odel m

ade he r
D

esigner gw
on su jin

Hanbok

In the old days, robes in Tha, or only, except that such as 
silk used walnuts and normal clothes, immediately, but to 
change according to dc 300-thread-count cotton and ramie, 
silk, wool or a motor, such as the child, and in mourning.
Hemp linen of kelp and 300-thread-count cotton grey 
cotton sheeting and bleached cotton shirting used. Nowadays, 
however, the year for use a variety of fibers such as synthetic 
fiber. A combination of colors also have strict sense of identity 
abuse banned from using the four have the gold set out in 
countries in the past. Woman's coat is yellow and green or 
light jade green space is the main. According to literature , 
yellow color is pine pollen color as have high brightness and 
color, light green is put mung beans by durokssaegira say.   

THE SENT OF SEA
   
Hanbok up his scent of the sea, beautiful 
Korean traditional chic a beautiful nature
tried to save

Aqua is clean and elegant with 
light bluish green color. 
Skirt is a crimson skirt and a 
navy was mainly made with 
skirt, red, indigo, and more 
subdued colors and deep 
cherry red to calm are colorful 
and elegant color. There was 
also purple, mostly skirt or 
used as the president. The 
purple purple flower young 
people in middle age and a 
dark purple, purple was used 
for the black in my old age. 
Today, however, individuality 
and my hobby and wears up 
right freely to lots of things to 
be in fashion


